Sony IMX400 Tri-layer Stacked CMOS Image Sensor (CIS) with Integrated DRAM and DSP

A closer look at the impressive, industry-first, tri-layer stacked CIS

Sony leads the global CMOS Image Sensor (CIS) market, commanding more than a third share of the industry’s total revenue. And over the years, Sony has maintained its leadership by providing innovative CIS products for original equipment manufacturers like Samsung or Apple. In 2017, Sony as a smartphone designer decided to release in its flagship the latest and potentially the greatest innovation in the past decade of CIS manufacturing. Inside the Sony Xperia™ XZs and the XZ Premium, the latest Motion Eye™ can be found, with the new IMX400 CIS. This three-layer stacked CIS is made with the traditional pixel array and logic circuit on the same die, but also a 1Gb DRAM memory allowing slow motion at almost 960 frames per second.

This innovative CIS is Sony’s next generation technology. The CIS includes a 22 Mpixel array, a 1Gb DRAM die and a digital signal processor (DSP) on the same die footprint. This is the first tri-layer stacked CIS on the market. In this configuration, Sony can provide a fast readout image sensor with no distortion when shooting fast-moving objects thanks to the high capacity DRAM between the pixel array circuit and the DSP circuit.

Using Sony’s Exmor-RS and Xperi’s Zibond technologies, Sony has managed to integrate the three dies in a single thin, small and cost-effective sensor die. Surprisingly, the die sensor uses a unique sort of TSV at different levels to interconnect the dies.

This report includes a complete analysis of the camera module from the Sony Xperia™ XZs, featuring camera module disassembly and die analyses, processes and cross-sections. It also includes a comparison with the Samsung Galaxy S7, Apple iPhone 7 Plus, and Huawei P9 telephoto camera modules. At the CIS level, it compares the IMX400 with the IMX260, the IMX286, and the latest custom CIS for Apple from Sony’s portfolio. Finally, it contains a complete cost analysis and a selling price estimation of the CIS die.
OVERVIEW / INTRODUCTION
Company Profile and Supply Chain
Sony Xperia™ XZs Teardown
Physical Analysis
• Physical Analysis Methodology
• Camera Module Analysis
  ✓ Module view and dimensions
  ✓ Module opening: AF driver including hall sensor, lenses, filter
  ✓ Module cross-section: lenses, filter
• CIS Die analysis
  ✓ CIS die view and dimensions: pixels, pads
  ✓ CIS deprocessing
  ✓ CIS die cross-section: TSVs, pixels
  ✓ Die process
• Physical Analysis Comparison
  ✓ Module: Samsung Galaxy S7, Apple iPhone 7 Plus, Huawei P9
  ✓ CIS die area: Samsung Galaxy S7 (IMX260), Apple iPhone 7 Plus, Huawei P9 (IMX286)

Manufacturing Process Flow
• Wafer Fabrication Unit: Pixel Array, Logic Circuit, DRAM Circuit
• CIS, BSI and TSV Process Flow

Cost Analysis
• Overview of the Cost Analysis
• Supply Chain Description
• Yield Hypotheses
• Wafer Cost Analyses: Pixel Array with Microlenses, Color Filters, and Spacer, Logic Circuit, DRAM Circuit
  ✓ Front-end cost
• BSI & TSVs Cost Analysis
  ✓ BSI & TSVs wafer front-end cost
  ✓ BSI & TSVs cost by process step
• CIS Die Cost

Estimated Price Analysis
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ANALYSIS PERFORMED WITH OUR COSTING TOOLS 3D PACKAGE COSIM+ AND IC PRICE+

System Plus Consulting offers powerful costing tools to evaluate the production cost & selling price from single chip to complex structures.

IC Price+
The tool performs the necessary cost simulation of any Integrated Circuit: ASICs, microcontrollers, memories, DSP, smartpower...

3D Package Cosim+
Cost simulation tool to evaluate the cost of any Packaging process: Wafer-level packaging, TSV, 3D integration...
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

Each year System Plus Consulting releases a comprehensive collection of new reverse engineering & costing analyses in various domains.

You can choose to buy over 12 months a set of 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 or 15 Reverse Costing® reports.

Up to 47% discount!

More than 60 reports released each year on the following topics (considered for 2017):

- **MEMS & Sensors:**
  - Accelerometer - Compass - Display / Optics - Environment - Fingerprint - Gyroscope - IMU/Combo - Light - Microphone - Oscillator - Pressure sensor
- **Power:**
  - GaN - IGBT - MOSFET - Si Diode - SiC
- **Systems:**
  - Automotive - Consumer - Energy - Medical - Telecom
- **Imaging:**
  - Infrared - Visible
- **Integrated Circuits & RF:**
  - Integrated Circuit (IC) - RF IC
- **LEDs:**
  - LED Lamp - UV LED - White/blue LED
- **Packaging:**
  - 3D Packaging - Embedded - SIP - WLP
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ABOUT SYSTEM PLUS CONSULTING
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present terms and conditions apply to the offers, sales and deliveries of services managed by System Plus Consulting except in the case of a particular written agreement.
Buyer must note that placing an order means an agreement without any restriction with these terms and conditions.

2. PRICES
Prices of the purchased services are those which are in force on the date the order is placed. Prices are in Euros and worked out without taxes. Consequently, the taxes and possible added costs agreed when the order is placed will be charged on these initial prices.
System Plus Consulting may change its prices whenever the company thinks it necessary. However, the company commits itself in invoicing at the prices in force on the date the order is placed.

3. REBATES and DISCOUNTS
The quoted prices already include the rebates and discounts that System Plus Consulting could have granted according to the number of orders placed by the Buyer, or other specific conditions. No discount is granted in case of early payment.

4. TERMS OF PAYMENT
System Plus Consulting delivered services are to be paid within 30 days end of month by bank transfer except in the case of a particular written agreement.
If the payment does not reach System Plus Consulting on the deadline, the Buyer has to pay System Plus Consulting a penalty for late payment the amount of which is three times the legal interest rate. The legal interest rate is the current one on the delivery date. This penalty is worked out on the unpaid invoice amount, starting from the invoice deadline. This penalty is sent without previous notice.
When payment terms are over 30 days end of month, the Buyer has to pay a deposit which amount is 10% of the total invoice amount when placing his order.

5. OWNERSHIP
System Plus Consulting remains sole owner of the delivered services until total payment of the invoice.

6. DELIVERIES
The delivery schedule on the purchase order is given for information only and cannot be strictly guaranteed. Consequently any reasonable delay in the delivery of services will not allow the buyer to claim for damages or to cancel the order.

7. ENTRUSTED GOODS SHIPMENT
The transport costs and risks are fully born by the Buyer. Should the customer wish to ensure the goods against lost or damage on the base of their real value, he must imperatively point it out to System Plus Consulting when the shipment takes place. Without any specific requirement, insurance terms for the return of goods will be the carrier current ones (reimbursement based on good weight instead of the real value).

8. FORCE MAJEURE
System Plus Consulting responsibility will not be involved in non execution or late delivery of one of its duties described in the current terms and conditions if these are the result of a force majeure case. Therefore, the force majeure includes all external event unpredictable and irresistible as defined by the article 1148 of the French Code Civil?

9. CONFIDENTIALITY
As a rule, all information handed by customers to system Plus Consulting are considered as strictly confidential.
A non-disclosure agreement can be signed on demand.

10. RESPONSABILITY LIMITATION
The Buyer is responsible for the use and interpretations he makes of the reports delivered by System Plus Consulting. Consequently, System Plus Consulting responsibility can in no case be called into question for any direct or indirect damage, financial or otherwise, that may result from the use of the results of our analysis or results obtained using one of our costing tools.

11. APPLICABLE LAW
Any dispute that may arise about the interpretation or execution of the current terms and conditions shall be resolved applying the French law.
It the dispute cannot be settled out-of-court, the competent Court will be the Tribunal de Commerce de Nantes.